Mini cooper 2013

Thanks to British character and German engineering, the Mini Cooper is a great pick for a small
coupe or convertible. When it comes to small cars, the Mini Cooper excels at appealing to a
wide range of drivers. For the aesthetically inclined, the Cooper is easy on the eyes; both its
cute sheet metal and stylized cabin exude retro chic. Yet if driving is more your thing, the
Cooper's still got you covered with quick acceleration and handling sharp enough to make J.
Henckels jealous. It's no wonder the Mini has been such an enduring favorite with us. There
isn't a loser in the Mini Cooper family, since even base models boast reasonably crisp
acceleration. A turbocharged Cooper S is available and is our favored choice, but if you've got
an insatiable need for speed, then we suggest the top-level John Cooper Works edition.
Furthermore, all Minis can be customized to a level unmatched by any other car in this price
range thanks to factory personalization options and dealer-installed accessories. The Mini also
satisfies in more mundane ways, as even the most potent version offers very good fuel
economy. Its petite dimensions make the Mini Cooper an ideal companion for drivers who
frequently park on congested urban streets. And despite its small footprint, the car offers
comfortable and spacious accommodations for two. That's not to say this effervescent little Brit
is without flaw. The downside to its sharp handling is a firm ride that can be jarring on rough
pavement. And you can forget about trying to squeeze adults into that cramped backseat; for
four-seat capacity, you'll need to take a look at the long-wheelbase Cooper Clubman or
four-door Countryman. Drivers looking for a similarly adorable European charmer with a more
forgiving ride though less sporty handling will want to check out the Fiat and Volvo C The
relatively spacious Hyundai Veloster is also worth considering. As far as convertibles go, the
BMW 1 Series delivers impressive refinement, while you'll get outstanding feature content with
the Volkswagen Eos and ample style with the Fiat convertible. Overall, though, the Mini Cooper
is one of the most well-rounded small cars in this group, and it easily wins our affection with its
charm, performance and fuel efficiency. The Mini Cooper is available in two-door hatchback and
convertible body styles. The Cooper convertible model adds inch alloy wheels and a full power
convertible top that includes a sunroof feature. The Cooper's Sport package adds inch wheels
on the hatchback and inch wheels on the convertible, foglamps, traction control, a rear spoiler,
sport seats and hood stripes. The Cooper S adds inch wheels, a turbocharged engine, firmer
suspension tuning, foglamps, sport seats and alloy pedals. The Cooper S Sport package adds
inch wheels, xenon headlights, traction control and hood stripes. The John Cooper Works
includes a more powerful turbo engine, upgraded Brembo brakes, an aerodynamic body kit and
cloth upholstery. A limited-slip differential and a firmer suspension can be fitted to both the S
and the John Cooper Works. Others include different wheels, parking sensors, cloth or leather
upholstery, a navigation system, smartphone app integration and a multitude of different
interior trims and materials. Furthermore, many dealer-installed features are available. The Mini
Cooper comes with a 1. A six-speed manual with hill-start assist is standard, and a six-speed
automatic is optional. Mini estimates a manual-equipped hatchback will go from zero to 60 mph
in 8. The Cooper S has a turbocharged version of the same engine good for hp and lb-ft of
torque lb-ft at full throttle thanks to an overboost function. Mini estimates mph acceleration in 6.
The John Cooper Works cranks up the turbo boost to produce hp and lb-ft of torque. A
six-speed manual or a six-speed automatic are again available, with the latter being a new
option for the JCW this year. Mini estimates a time of 6. The list of standard safety features on
the Mini Cooper includes antilock disc brakes, stability control and front-seat side airbags. The
hatchback comes with side curtain airbags as standard equipment, while the convertible
features pop-up rollover bars and larger front side airbags that extend to head height. Traction
control is optional. In Edmunds braking, various Mini Cooper S models with inch wheels
stopped from 60 mph between and feet -- excellent results. The Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety gave the hatchback its best rating of "Good" in the frontal-offset test, and its
second-best score of "Average" in the side-impact and roof-crush tests. All three trims of the
Mini Cooper share an engaging personality thank to eager response to driver inputs. The
trade-off is a ride that can be noticeably stiff-legged and somewhat raucous as well. For
comfort's sake, our recommendation is that mainstream buyers skip the sport suspension
options and the larger wheels. Most drivers will likely be plenty happy with the base Cooper, but
the thrills increase with the S, while the JCW pumps up the fun quotient to full blast. With the
six-speed manual transmission, you get a remarkably precise shifter and an acquiescent clutch.
Shifts in the automatic aren't especially smooth, but put it in Manual mode and you're rewarded
with quick responses to inputs made via the steering-wheel-mounted shift paddles. The
aesthetic within the Mini's cabin brims with a sense of playfulness and fun. The gigantic
center-mounted speedometer is a reference to the Mini of old, but the design isn't entirely
intuitive and is probably too cutesy for some tastes. The Mini is up to date in terms of
electronics, though. Mini's optional Mini Connected infotainment feature offers smartphone

integration using a 6. Downloading a free app onto your smartphone allows easy access to
Facebook, Twitter and a slew of Internet radio stations, including Pandora. Additionally, Mini
Connected includes Google search and send-to-car functionality. The car's front seats are
swimming in legroom, and ample headroom helps lend the cabin an open, airy feel. In back,
however, things are considerably more claustrophobic, with a lack of legroom that makes
seating adult passengers in comfort a virtual impossibility. With just 5. With the convertible, you
get a sunroof function that allows you to retract the forward portion of the soft top as opposed
to lowering it completely. Its tailgate-style trunk opening features an upper package tray that
can be raised to allow larger items to fit in the tiny 6-cubic-foot trunk. Unlike with most
convertibles, the Mini's rear seats can be folded flat to accommodate larger items, but the
rollover hoops and soft-top mechanism prevent the loading of bulkier objects. Rear visibility for
the convertible is poor with the top down as it stacks rather high and even worse with the top
up. Available styles include 2dr Hatchback 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used MINI Cooper. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Poor rearward visibility in convertible stiff and
noisy ride in S configuration lacks rear legroom weak base stereo. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , Bluetooth
is now standard on all Mini Coopers, while satellite radio is now an option instead of standard
equipment. Read more. Write a review See all 20 reviews. I'm the original owner. I have kept this
car up and broke it in properly. Let's see: 3, miles new engine. Caught it before it blew and
stranded me. Next was the wonky stereo that wouldn't play nice withe the iPod. Now, less than a
week after its second service I am sitting on the side of the freeway, waiting the hour and a half
for Mini Roadside Assistance to come get me. My clutch went out at a little over 18, miles. I
know enough about cars to know that when you let the clutch out and give it some gas it should
go forward. All I get is a revving engine. So much for BMW quality. Update: I finally threw in the
towel. The month of January was spent in loaner cars. The car went through coils and spark
plugs. While it was behaving itself I pawned it off on a Honda dealership for a Fit. I was able to
get enough from the Mini to make three years worth of Honda payment. Never again a BMW
product. Read less. Don't drive your MINI in the rain! I was unable to open the door
electronically and upon entering via the manual system found that a number of electronics were
not working, no ww wipers, no power locks, no speedometer and every conceivable warning
light flashing.. But guess what it doesn't cover water!!! They say I opened up the passenger
side. Every day is fun on this car! Having owned over thirty cars this is the only one that I look
forward to driving every time I get in. The absence of electrical overkill nav,sensors,power
seats, etc. A real driver's car with plenty of torque and not unusable excess for the sake of
numbers. Bought a mini brand new. We drive the speed limit and keep up the maintenance. The
tires had to be replaced at miles, not covered by warranty. Right after warranty expired we had
to replace brakes and rotors and battery. The transmission stalls in first gear after stopping at a
light, but only on hot days. The water pump goes bad a lot on this mini; you conveniently do not
have a Temp gauge! Overall worst vehicle I have ever owned, period. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Cooper. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. I really wanted to get this car but the price shown
was different from the actual price. The price almost doubled. I decided to pass. Had to contact
dealer several times before getting a response. When dealer finally responded, vehicle was
already sold. They are liars. Real con artist. They advertise prices for vehicles. But actual prices
ended up being unreasonable. Ex: ad said real price 10, I expected additional charges as with
any dealer. But thier prices are ridiculous! Although we did not buy the car we originally went to
look at, we bought a different Mazda. Great dealer to work with, casual but professional and our
daughter is very happy with her new ride! Thanks again Sands Auto Sales. Easy experience helpful but understood that I was just beginning to look at vehicles browsing and was respectful
of that. Great place to buy your used car from , good selection and they work hard to meet your

needs. We will be back again. They always respond. Tiffany and Lou, were very quick on getting
back with me on questions that I had. Unfortunately truck didn't have the 5th wheel hitch in the
be. I will continue to check back with then. I contacted this dealer and within minutes I had a
response. Tom sent me a very detailed email. Within the week of emailing, he helped me step by
step to start the buying process. I went in to check the car out in person and to test drive it and
it was love at first sight. The suv was absolutely gorgeous! Tom got me in and out of the dealer
so quick! He is so nice and helpful! I would totally recommend buying a car from Tom at Luxury
of North America!!! Communication could have been better, but the real issue was being able to
finance and that wasn't the dealers fault but the person I dealt with didn't tell me that until after
several follow up phone calls. They kept saying nothing is wrong with it but the a Jeep
dealership and second repair shop both came to the same conclusion. Their "warranty" is some
weekend warrior doing side work Do yourself a favor and deal with a company that has some
principles and a real warranty. You have been warned. Stay Away! Garrett was a pleasure to
deal with. Not a sales person vibe. Didn't push anything on me. Just chatted cars and didn't
offer me anything I didn't want. Small selection but quality. He's a selective buyer of used cars
and he knows what he wants to sell. Definitely recommend. Was in contact with this dealer for
multiple times about a specific car. Although I did not purchase the vehicle, Mikel was friendly
and accommodating. I would not hesitate contacting him again. Experience was very pleasant,
the only minor issue was that Mikel didn't have all the answers to the questions about the car.
However that is partially due to the fact that it had just come in. I didn't end up choosing the car
because it didn't fit me, but I would recommend Stark to new buyers. Awesome car buying
experience!! We bought a great little car at a great price. I highly recommend Maggie and her
dealership! Very friendly and helpful business. Told me everything I needed to know and let me
look at anything without hesitation. Glad I was able to find them! Dealer responded in a timely
manner - but the car was gone. Thought it was a good deal and so did someone else who was
faster than me. Great communication at all times Kevin was honest willing to help me secure the
purchase Even offered to himself deliver the vehicle. They got back to me right away and
informed me that the vehicle had been sold and immediately offered me another option. Dealer
just gave me the keys and left me alone Didn't bother to stay and answer questions. Gave the
keys back and left Quick response to my inquiry. The car I test drove was a cute car, but the
cost was too high for the damage I saw. Customer service was ok but not great. The
salesperson definitely had patience when I checked out 3 cars but smoked in front of my
husband who has asthma. What you see is what you get kind of place. Sales person not
personable. Brought vehicle from back lot to us and just left it running and said spend as much
time as want to look at it. He just walked away and did not offer a test ride or answer any
questions. Car was so filthy inside I would not even sit in it. While MINI and BMW put their
finishing touches on the all-new MINI Cooper, their elves put together a nice going-away party
for the , complete with Bluetooth standard in all Coopers and a new Premium option pack
offering a dual-pane panoramic sunroof, automatic climate control and automatic wipers.
Otherwise the differs in price from its counterparts, with the previously standard Sirius Satellite
Radio now relegated to an available option. A great deal of information is available on the
exciting next-generation Cooper, which promises a more fluid body, higher-tech engines and an
even greater variety of body styles than the 2-door hatch and convertible presently available,
but the last-of-this-kind is still every bit a contender in the subcompact marketplace. Not to
mention debut years aren't exactly the Cooper's strong point, hint hint. Drivers just can't seem
to get over the Cooper's pep and agility, applauding its go-kart feel and spirited giddy-up with
every sentence. The front bucket sport seats are praised for their comfort and support while
zipping around with a tiny turning radius, and fuel economy is another major plus, despite the
car's need for premium fuel, ranging from 25 mpg city at worst to 37 highway at best, with zip-to
mph times ranging from the class-standard 9. The level of customization for those with the
disposable income is second to noneâ€”not even Aston Martin extends so many cosmetic
optionsâ€”and the Cooper is remarkably spacious for 2 occupants. That said, the Cooper has a
few downsides being such a strange little buggy. Sure, the cabin is spacious for 2, but there's
seating for 4, and as you might have guessed by now, those 2 back seats aren't suited to
anyone who needs to sit by putting their legs over the chairâ€”rear legroom may as well be
nonexistent. Most people use those seats folded down to open 24 cubes of space for stuff that
won't fit in the 5. The gauges are not the easiest to read, and that's not going to change for , but
the new generation just might do something about those rear accommodations. Only a tape
measure will tell, since black holes haven't quite made it into automaking, so it's doubtful any
adult will ever fit in the back of the standard Cooper to give their impressions. Another criticism
that might get some attention for is the Cooper's tendency for a stiff and loud ride, but drivers of
the don't seem too concernedâ€”which is a new development over previous modelsâ€”so that

rattling looseness in the Cooper's vastly customizable chassis may already have been
addressed. The familiar 3 trim levelsâ€”Base, Cooper S and JCWâ€”are expected to return for
as well, very likely with the same feature sets but powered by all-new engines. The Cooper S
turbocharges that engine for hp and similar economy to the Base Convertible's. The JCW turns
up the turbo boost but is the only version offered solely with a 6-speed manual, and though the
Convertible is 0. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Read
more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of all
the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. That's
why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you
should be able to get the right car at the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy
from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery
process designed to keep you safe. What are you waiting for? Providing great efficiency and
utility! A turbocharger further enhances performance, while also preserving fuel economy. This
2 door, 4 passenger hatchback provides exceptional value! Comfort and convenience were
prioritized within, evidenced by amenities such as: delay-off headlights, a leather steering
wheel, and a split folding rear seat. Performance and efficiency are both prioritized thanks to the
efficient 4 cylinder engine, and for added security, dynamic Stability Control supplements the
drivetrain. Our aim is to provide our customers with the best prices and service at all times.
Please don't hesitate to give us a call. New Price! Want to see this car? Visit the URL above and
schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars are disinfected. List prices do not
include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan. Please refer to
Shift's website to view the total price and estimate your monthly payment. Fully loaded and
much more! ONLY 48, Miles! S trim. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer
data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by
calling us prior to purchase. Odometer is miles below market average! A nice car, runs good,
looks good, and Carfax reports no accidents. Fully equipped with all the power including
automatic trans!! This Mini is big on value and big on features. The most fun you can have in a
tight little package! ONLY 51, Miles! Whether you need car parts, affordable auto service, or
vehicle financing, we're the right dealership to help you achieve your needs. Brand Image
Awards. Just minutes away! The Mini Cooper comes with a 1. Abel Chevrolet driveabel. Over 80
Years and still doing business the right way! Many Financing Options available. Credit
Challenged? We can help! We have great relationships with many lenders which allows us to
offer financing that many others can't! We're here to help you get in the vehicle you want! At
Abel, we do our best to offer you an unique experience when purchasing a New or Pre-Owned
vehicle. Unlike traditional car dealers, we offer a non-pressured environment giving you the time
and space to make an informed decision. Our advertised prices are our best deal upfront. No
Games, just fair prices and outstanding customer service. We won't waste your time! Once
you've found the Abel Vehicle you're looking for, on average, you'll go from test drive to driving
home in less than an hour! When you visit one of our dealerships, you'll see that we carry only
quality Cars, Trucks and Vans. We perform a complete Multi-Point inspection and complete all
required services on all Pre-Owned Vehicles. Check the CarFax! All Used vehicles come with a
free CarFax report. Serving all of Northern California and beyond. Contact the dealer for delivery
details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type Hatchback Convertible Engine Details
Transmission Automatic Manual Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. Know The Deal. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I'm the original owner. I have kept this car up and broke it in
properly. Let's see: 3, miles new engine. Caught it before it blew and stranded me. Next was the
wonky stereo that wouldn't play nice withe the iPod. Now, less than a week after its second

service I am sitting on the side of the freeway, waiting the hour and a half for Mini Roadside
Assistance to come get me. My clutch went out at a little over 18, miles. I know enough about
cars to know that when you let the clutch out and give it some gas it should go forward. All I get
is a revving engine. So much for BMW quality. Update: I finally threw in the towel. The month of
January was spent in loaner cars. The car went through coils and spark plugs. While it was
behaving itself I pawned it off on a Honda dealership for a Fit. I was able to get enough from the
Mini to make three years worth of Honda payment. Never again a BMW product. Read more.
Read less. Sign Up. The Mini Cooper appeals to a wide variety of consumers for various
reasons. One of which is its extraordinarily unique designing. Though small, it offers a
combination of power, agility and remarkable handling that many larger vehicles do not offer. It
is easy on the eyes with the chic retro look that Mini Cooper has been maintaining. Moreover, all
Mini Coopers can be customized to a level unmatched by any other vehicle in the same
category or price range. The Mini Cooper also offers several practical features for those who
want a vehicle for their daily commute. Major changes are underway for John Cooper Works
variants, which get a new range of engines that are more fuel efficient. Maximum output stays at
hp, and non-three pedal enthusiasts can now opt for a 6A on JCW models. However, they can
get a feel for changing gears by using shift paddles on the steering wheel. Electric power
steering has also been improved for better feel. With its petite structure, the Mini Cooper is an
ideal machine for those who live in metropolitan cities and need to drive and park in congested
areas. The round headlamps are signature to Mini Cooper since its start; however, now they are
redesigned and refined. The rear is just as dashing as the front, and the multicolor paintjob
gives it a small racecar look. The base Mini Cooper comes with standard inch alloy wheels. The
base Cooper convertible, however, comes with inch alloy wheels with a convertible top and also
includes a sunroof. The Cooper's Sport package adds inch wheels, fog lamps, rear spoiler and
hood stripes to the convertible. It measures The Mini Cooper Clubman is a four-door version of
the Cooper and has an increased wheel base compared to the base Mini Cooper. Though the
Mini Cooper has a petite structure and dimensions, there is enough room in the interior for two
adults to fit comfortably, and the cabin is designed with a sense of fun and playfulness. A large
speedometer sits at the center of the steering wheel, and an infotainment system in the center
of the dashboard with a six and a half-inch display. The Cooper does have rear seats as well;
however, they aren't quite as functional and could hardly fit full size adults. The interior is kept
rather simple with a limited amount of technology, though customers can choose from a variety
of optional features. Furthermore, leather upholstery, smartphone app integration and a
navigation system are also included in the optional packages. USB connection and an iPod
connector are standard on all Cooper models. A little less than six cubic feet of cargo space
might be enough for most, but put the rear seats down and a total of 24 cubic feet of cargo
space is available, which is pretty impressive for a vehicle this size. However, if cargo is
stacked in this space with the seats down, rear visibility is limited, which may be an impediment
to safe driving for some. The Mini Cooper is small in size but big on safety. It includes a total of
six airbags, two in the front, two at the sides and two are roof-mounted airbags, which prevent
injury directly to the head in case of a severe collision or rollover. The rear seats are somewhat
claustrophobic. With no door for rear passengers, this could be dangerous for rear passengers
in case of a collision, as they may be trapped within the car. The dynamic stability and traction
control allow the Mini Cooper to be driven on wet or even snowy roads with maximum control.
With Dynamic Stability Control, the Mini will immediately intervene at the slightest hint of
instability or slipping, and stay on a straight path by adjusting engine power and applying
brakes where needed. Run flat tires feature reinforced sidewalls and heat resistant rubber to
help them keep their shape even when they go flat. The Mini Cooper can still be driven for
another 80 miles at about 50 miles per hour after the tires go flat. This feature is available as a
no cost option on Mini Cooper Hardtops, Coupes and Clubman, with standard inch wheels. The
tire pressure monitoring system immediately detects and indicates the driver if air pressure falls
below a certain threshold in any of the four tires, since optimum air pressure contributes to
handling too. With driving agility and exceptional handling, this could be probably the most fun
car to drive. It's a front-wheel drive vehicle, which comes standard with a 1. However,
customers have an option of a 1. All this engine power allows it to go from zero to 60 in about 5.
When compared to the base Mini Cooper, the Cooper S has a firmer suspension, which
dramatically improves handling of the vehicle, however the ride feels a little bumpy. The Cooper
comes with a six-speed, manual transmission, but customers have an option of getting a
six-speed automatic transmission. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market
Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Expand All Sum Up. All
Model Years A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been

flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2003 gmc envoy xl
2001 vw beetle mass air flow sensor
yamaha 250 scooter
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

